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Abstract In this paper, we first describe what are the
main constituents of what we term cooperative engineer-

ing, between teachers and researchers, from an epistemo-

logical and theoretical viewpoint. We show that this kind
of research tries to dilute the ancient dualisms of Western

Thought, and we present some features that may contribute

to specifying cooperative engineering within the general
paradigm of design-based research. In the second part of

the paper, we give an empirical account of such a process

of engineering at primary school level in mathematics, by
focusing on the co-elaboration, between teachers and

researchers, of learning sequences at kindergarten (the

Treasures Games, situations of graphical representations)
and at grade 1 (The Arithmetic and Comprehension at

Elementary School program, building of basic numerical

capacities). At the end of the paper, we briefly elaborate on
what we consider to be major issues relating to cooperative

engineering.

Keywords Cooperative engineering ! Didactics !
Design based research ! Primary school

1 Introduction

In this paper, we first describe what are the main constit-
uents of what we term cooperative engineering, between

teachers and researchers, from an epistemological and
theoretical viewpoint. In the second part of the paper, we

give an empirical account of such a process of empirical

engineering at primary school level in mathematics, by
focusing on the co-elaboration, between teachers and

researchers, of learning sequences at kindergarten (the

Treasures Games, situations of graphical representations,
Sect. 3.1) and at grade 1 (The Arithmetic and Compre-

hension at Elementary School program, building of basic

numerical capacities, Sect. 3.2). In the third part of the
paper, we briefly elaborate on what we consider to be

major issues relating to cooperative engineering.

The purpose of this paper is to give an empirically
grounded rationale for cooperative engineering as a par-

ticular kind of design-based research, and in doing so, to

contribute to providing some strategies ‘‘to establishing a
public repertoire of theoretically informed apparatus for

didactical design’’ (Ruthven et al. 2009).

2 What is cooperative engineering?

In this part, we first describe some epistemological features

on the basis of which one may consider this kind of
research. Then we give some elements that characterize the

cooperative engineering that we present in this paper,

notably by relating it to other forms of design-based
research, before summarizing the specific characteristics of

cooperative engineering.

2.1 Beyond dualistic thinking, towards design-based

research

Following John Dewey (1920), we argue that Western

Thought is driven by pervasive dualisms mainly stemming
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from the social structure of ancient Greece, where there

was a strong division of labor of slaves as opposed to free
men. Categories of Thought derived the political organi-

zation in a striking parallel, where dualities reproduced the

cultural system. Noble contemplation was opposed to
common (not noble) action, as well as theory to practice,

ends to means, values to facts, and mind to body. As

Dewey put it, the rise of scientific method began to dis-
solve these dualisms, but Dewey argued that unfortunately

this deep evolution did not involve ethics and social sci-
ence. He thus urged the Science of Culture to use the

approach and the method of the Science of Nature.

In this respect, we argue that one of the main loci of the
dualisms in educational science is the usual way of con-

sidering teachers and researchers. According to this dual-

ism, teachers are viewed as ‘‘practitioners’’ trapped in a
practical relationship to their work, while researchers hold

a theoretical stance. Within this division of labor, educa-

tional research has to be either applied research (in which
practitioners have to apply the ‘‘scientific results’’ to their

practice) or a certain kind of action research (in which

activist practitioners try to implement some pedagogical
devices they think particularly relevant).

In contrast, the design-based research paradigm (Cobb

et al. 2003; Collins et al. 2004) proposes another system of
relationships between teachers and researchers. Penuel et al.

(2011, p. 332) summarized as follows this general design-

based research paradigm: ‘‘a focus on persistent problems of
practice from multiple stakeholders’ perspectives; a com-

mitment to iterative, collaborative design; a concern with

developing theory related to both classroom learning and
implementation through systematic inquiry; a concern with

developing capacity for sustaining change in systems.’’ This

description fits well some of the recent analysis in Learning
Sciences1 (Ruthven et al. 2009; Anderson and Shattuck

2012; McKenney and Reeves 2013) which, beyond differ-

ences, agrees to contend that ‘‘iterative development and
testing of interventions in practice appears promising’’

(McKenney and Reeves 2013, p. 99). Moreover, it paves the

way for a conception of Educational Sciences, and especially
of ‘‘Mathematics Education as a design science,’’ to borrow

the expression from a seminal paper by Wittmann (1995).

Wittmann relied on Herbert Simon’s The Science of the
Artificial (1970) to propose the following statement: ‘‘the

core of mathematics education concentrates on constructing

‘artificial objects,’ namely teaching units, sets of coherent
teaching units and curricula as well as the investigation of

their possible effects in different educational ‘ecologies.’

Indeed the quality of these constructions depends on the

theory-based constructive fantasy, the ‘ingenium’ of the
designers, and on systematic evaluation, both typical for

design sciences’’ (Wittmann 1995, pp. 363–364).

Cooperative engineering deeply shares, in our view, the
assumptions above. We now proceed to a description of its

main features.

2.2 Cooperative engineering as a subset of design-

based research

Cooperative engineering refers to a methodological process

in which a collective2 of teachers and researchers imple-
ments and re-implements (after having analyzed and

evaluated the previous enactment) a teaching unit on a

particular topic.
In this section, we characterize the main criteria for

cooperative engineering as we have developed it. At the

end of the paper we will come back to these criteria with
the help of the empirical analysis of Sect. 3. The empirical

analyses will enable us to give some content to the fol-

lowing general descriptions.

2.2.1 A general description of the process of elaboration

of cooperative engineering

The elaboration of cooperative engineering involves

teachers and researchers who share problems situated in
educational practice. Generally they are teaching problems,

related to the piece of knowledge at stake in a given cur-

riculum. The first stage of the engineering process thus
consists in working out this piece of knowledge, both in the

individual relationship that the participants build with this

knowledge, and in the making of a collective relationship
with this knowledge. It is worth noting that such a process

supposes undoing classic dualism about persons ‘‘who

think’’ and persons ‘‘who act,’’ given that all the partici-
pants have to involve themselves in a conceptual work.

Another dualism is dissolved, that of facts and values, since

the research process is necessarily grounded in epistemic
values, which allow the collective to choose between dif-

ferent ways to analyze and to transform knowledge.

In order to work on this teaching problem, it is not
enough to rethink the nature of the knowledge to be taught;

indeed, it is crucial to build a specific teaching design and

to think of instructional strategies, both being shaped by
the knowledge. This joint production rejects the ends/

means dualism. Elaborating the teaching design and the

1 ‘‘The term learning sciences (LS) refers to an interdisciplinary field
that works to further scientific understanding of learning as well as to
engage in the design and implementation of learning innovations, and
improvement of instructional methodologies’’ (Wikipedia, n.d.).

2 In this paper, the word ‘‘collective’’ is used in Fleck’s sense of a
thought collective (Fleck 1981), which progressively shapes a thought
style. For an analysis of this notion in a didactic framework, see
Sensevy (2012).
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associated teaching strategies means holding together the

ends (of the teaching sequence) and the means, that is, the
strategic systems the teachers have to manage in order to

reach the ends. In that way, the conceptual division

between conception and execution is undermined.
Such designs need vocabulary to be developed. In

designing the devices and strategies of the cooperative

engineering, participants in the collective (teachers and
researchers) have to define specific vocabularies by using

them in their design and implementation processes. They
have to build and share language games that make them

able to elaborate and refine their work.

As we have introduced it, a crucial point in cooperative
engineering is its iterative structure. It shares this property

with Lesson Studies (Miyakawa and Winsløw 2009), in that

each occurrence of the cooperative engineering is assessed
according to the shared ends that the collective assigned to

the design, and to the relevance of the used strategies (the

means) relating to these ends.

2.2.2 The engineer stance: the local practical

indistinguishability of the teacher and the researcher

As we have seen above, cooperative engineering relies on

what we have termed a principle of symmetry, which one can
conceive of as a kind of Kantian regulative idea, a device for

guiding enquiry (Kant 2007) that does not mean that there are

no practical or epistemic differences between the different
agents. On the contrary, cooperative engineering needs that

every agent plays ‘‘her game,’’ that is, proposes to the col-

lective her first-hand point of view, what she ‘‘sees’’ and what
she ‘‘knows’’ from her position, a point of view which is

irreducible to any other one. But one has to acknowledge the

common reasoning about ends and means, and thus the
potentiality to play both as a collective and an individual the

game of giving and asking for reasons (Brandom 1988), a

game in which each participant becomes able to give the
raisons d’être of the elaborated structures, is able to under-

stand and build a first-hand relationship to the design ratio-

nale, beyond any division of labor.
This kind of commitment has a very important conse-

quence in that, as we will show in the following analyses,

the cooperative engineering may foster what we have
termed a local practical indistinguishability between the

teacher and the researcher. At some moments of practice,

both of them share an engineer stance, which means the-
oretical and concrete ways to respond to a problem of the

teaching practice.

2.2.3 The Deweyan schema

In cooperative engineering, the general research schema
can be considered as follows. One transforms practice for

better understanding (the efficiency of the design, that is to

say its capacity to reach the ends that agents gave them-
selves with the means (strategic systems) they carried out,

according to the values they privilege) in order to trans-

form in order to understand in order to transform, and so
on.

In this general schema, that one may term a ‘‘Deweyan

schema,’’ ends and means mutually determine themselves
and reciprocally modify each other. At the same time, some

background values of the initial design will be
reconceptualized.

2.2.4 The engineering research is fundamental research

Cooperative engineering, as considered as a specific subset

of design-based research, shares a very important episte-
mological feature of this current. In particular the goals of

designing learning environments and developing theories

of teaching and learning are intertwined.
In that way, cooperative engineering refers to funda-

mental research, within an anthropological approach

(Chevallard and Sensevy 2013) whose fundamental object
is the ‘‘Didactic Human Fact,’’ that is, Human Being

learning and Human Being teaching. But this Human Fact

is always becoming,3 is always virtually other than he is,
always in a state of development, never final. Thus this

fundamental anthropological research rests, as we will see,

on the creation of a specific instrumentation for the Science
of Culture, in which the transformation of practice and

background values enables both the reconstruction of

designs more fitted to agents’ needs and desires, and the
progress of scientific knowledge.

2.2.5 The necessity of instrumentation in cooperative
engineering

In that way, cooperative engineering designs depend on the
fundamental fact that, in order to take the collective deci-

sions, practice must be given to see and to understand, in

order to make every agent in the engineering process able
to participate accurately in the decision-making process. In

particular, the relevance of decisions depends on the dif-

ferent scale-levels under which the practice is described.
We thus argue that cooperative engineering calls for a

specific system of resources (Gueudet and Trouche 2012a,

b), and needs the elaboration of a specific phenomeno-
technique (Bachelard 1951)—that is, a scientific produc-

tion of phenomena, entangled with a specific

phenomenography (Bachelard 1951)—a way of inscribing
the produced phenomena. This refers to a particular

3 As the democratic process in itself, according to Dewey (1939), for
whom ‘‘creative democracy’’ is ‘‘the task beyond us.’’
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instrumentation process, including video research methods

(Goldman et al. 2007), displaying the practice in itself, and
different analyses of and comments on this practice in a

synoptic way. These synoptic instruments, that we term a

hybrid text-picture system, play a prominent role in
developing cooperative engineering.

2.2.6 The specificity of cooperative engineering

By relying on the previous analysis, it is possible to give
some first indications about the very specificity of coop-

erative engineering. One may consider this form of

research through five main criteria.
The first criterion lies in its iterative structure, nec-

essary to a real improvement of practice. The second one

is both epistemological and ethical, in that cooperative
engineering rests on a symmetry principle between the

teachers and the researchers, this symmetry enabling the

research process to be more relevant thanks to the
equality of relations between the participants. The third

one refers to the engineer stance that both the teacher

and the researcher have to hold together as a way of
realizing the symmetry principle, in particular in the

working together of the knowledge at stake. The fourth

one is related to the type of instrumentation that the
iterative structure, the symmetry principle, and the

shared engineer stance ask for. The fifth criterion can be

found in the kind of science that cooperative engineering
entails, a science of a culture, which is both an anthro-

pological science and a science of design.

The putative novelty of the cooperative engineering
structure does not consist in one or several of these criteria.

It is perhaps located in the conceptual system that these

different features make possible, that one may find in the
epistemological structure of the Deweyan schema, as we

will see at the end of this paper.

3 Cooperative engineering, two case studies

3.1 The Treasures Game

3.1.1 A first description of the research design

The ‘‘didactic engineering’’ of the Treasures Game was

first developed by Guy Brousseau and his team during
the 1970s in his observation school in Bordeaux. This

situation engages students (aged 5–6 years) in producing

lists of objects to be remembered and communicated in
different ways (Brousseau 2004). The teaching–learning

sequence is implemented in four successive stages over a

long period, about forty-five (45) sessions over 6 months:

• Stage one: collecting and naming a reference collec-

tion. Each day, three new objects are presented by the

teacher, named by students, and hidden in a box. The
day after, the teacher asks students to collectively

remember the objects in the box, and if they do, she

takes them out. When the box is empty, she puts the
objects back, adds two or three new objects into the

box. At the end of this stage, the class can remember 40

objects, carefully chosen by the engineering team.
• Stage two: individual memory game. This stage starts

by asking each student to remember three objects of the

reference collection from the morning to the afternoon.
When students have understood the game, the teacher

asks each of them to remember 10 objects. This

‘‘informational leap’’ leads students to experience the
necessity of graphic lists (external memory) to solve the

problem.

• Stage three: list-communication game. Some students
must recognize four hidden objects on a graphic list (a

‘‘drawing’’) made by one of them (the designer). The

whole group (the designer and the other students) wins
(or fails) if the drawing enables the students to

recognize (or not) the objects.

• Stage four: collective construction of a common code.
The teacher points out the difficulties encountered in

stage 3 to the collective of students. The various

productions are debated.

Figure 1 shows an illustration of the situation, featuring

an example of the semiotic process in the representation of
an object of the collection, the pan.

In this representational process, young students can

experience fundamental principles of coding. They
approach the elements needed to build a code by successive

abstractions and modeling. Brousseau (2004) argues that

this situation may be a fundamental one for the represen-
tational process, in mathematics and other sciences. The

Treasures Game has been further implemented in Geneva

(Schubauer-Leoni et al. 2007), in Marseille (Quilio and
Mercier 2010), in Rennes (Sensevy et al. 2010), and in

Spain (Ruiz 2005). All of them show that there was a lack

of information about many of the practical details in the
description made by Brousseau and his colleagues. More-

over, some theoretical issues need to be deepened, even

reconceptualized. The situation had to be carefully studied
and mastered by the collective of teachers and researchers

in order to have the students deeply experience the repre-

sentational problems.
The Rennes research team aims at collectively carrying

out a new implementation of this engineering that could be

disseminated in ordinary classrooms in a second phase. The
iterative design process in the team was close to the generic

one presented above (Sect. 2):
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1. Studying the reference papers from Brousseau and
colleagues’ work, while analyzing previous imple-

mentations of the engineering.
2. Sharing the commentaries about knowledge, and

debating collectively about specific parts of the
engineering. Preparing the classroom implementa-

tion. Making choices for the sequence, and for the

first (then next) lessons. Implementing lessons of the
sequence in the classroom. The lessons are video-

taped. The teacher who carries out the sequence

writes down comments and questions in a logbook.
3. Analyzing the implemented lessons, on the basis of

the video data and logbook. Transcription of some

extracts. Producing commentaries and suggestions

about the lessons, the sequence, and about the
knowledge at stake. Discussing previous choices,

and making choices for next lessons. Studying new

reference papers.
4. Go to 2.

The process started in 2008, and the research team meets

approximately six times a year. Each contribution is dis-
cussed regardless of the producer, teacher, or researcher.

According to this symmetry principle, all the participants

share the responsibility of implementation, even if the
teacher who carries out the sequence takes all decisions

that this situation could require for effective practice. The

instructional strategies used by the teacher (including
inevitable improvisations) are discussed by the team

afterwards.

The participation in the team has been stable, though
some people have joined it during the process. They

include teachers, researchers, PhD and master’s degree

students (from 1 to 4), and some other participants such as
school managers. The first year of the research

(2008–2009) was devoted to study and testing of a first
prototype of the engineering by one of the teachers in her

classroom. The second and the third years (2009–2011)

consisted in studying the data and designing a DVD.4 In the
fourth year (2011–2012), we implemented two prototypes

of the situation. The team is currently (2013) working on
analyses of these two last implementations.

3.1.2 Ends and means

An important part of the team’s work in the first year lay in

the conceptual collective analysis necessary to clarify the
nature of the knowledge involved in the situation. This

design has been created in the context of mathematics

education, but the collective study showed larger dimen-
sions, notably about the nature of the representational

process (Goody 1977; Van Fraassen 2010). Complex

relationships between reality, language, and graphic coding
have been highlighted.

Another part of this study, closely intertwined with the

previous one, was devoted to the documentation of the
‘‘lacking parts’’ of the situation, including choice of objects

and classroom organization for each stage.

The conceptual work, as well as the concrete conception
of some particular elements of the sequence, led teachers

and researchers to a better reciprocal understanding, mainly

by making explicit some crucial issues of the situation.
This process of explicitation gave a first background for the

making of a common rationale relating to the Treasures

Game.

Fig. 1 A synoptic illustrated
representation of the process in
the Treasures Game

4 The DVD was supported by the European S-Team project (Gueudet
and Forest 2010), and was presented at the S-Team conference of
Santiago de Compostella, February 2012.
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As an example, strong debate has continued through-

out the 3 years about the role of the teacher. Brousseau
(1997) defined the situation as ‘‘adidactical,’’ which can

be viewed as ‘‘enabling students to learn by adapting

themselves to the structure of the milieu.’’ One can find
a good example of such a situation in the second part of

stage 2, when students have to solve the problem of the

informational leap from remembering individually three
to 10 objects, by appealing to the use of a graphic list.

This situation is an adidactical one in that the students
have to adapt themselves to the change in the milieu (the

passage from three objects to be remembered to 10

objects), without relying on the communication of rele-
vant knowledge from the teacher. In this respect,

Brousseau (2004, p. 256) says that ‘‘the teacher is

impassive, notes the student failures, but is still
encouraging.’’

But this ‘‘impassivity’’ is not a natural behavior for a

teacher, who has to help students learn and have the
didactic situation move forward. The teacher had to be

confident enough to accept the fact that the students have a

‘‘failure experience’’ in order to build by themselves the
knowledge relevant to the problem. We will come back to

this point in the next section.

Eventually, many debates in the team could be sum-
marized in a core question, that not only concerns this

situation but reveals a general paradox in the teaching–

learning process: What must the teacher express and what
should she hide? In other words: What should be told, and

how? What should the teacher be (momentarily) silent

about?

3.1.3 The nature of the cooperative work, an example

To describe the reality of the cooperative work, we will

show an example from stage 2 of a blind spot identified by

teachers: the necessary failing of the students in the
information leap, and the conditions of emergence of the

graphic list as a solution to this problem of remembering

ten objects. This problem is not really made explicit in
Brousseau, who simply says that the teacher has to be

impassive, has only to encourage students. The solution

will emerge ‘‘necessarily.’’
When preparing the first lesson of this stage, teachers

expressed concern about difficulties of students’ thinking to

the list solution, and they pointed out the possible dis-
couragement of some students. This last point led the team

to choose a small-group organization for this stage, giving

the opportunity of a better sharing of emotions and stim-
ulations. The collective discussion made the team more

confident about the second point (the emergence of the

graphic list). But letting the students fail was quite difficult
to accept.

While analyzing the videotaped lesson of the first

implementation, one of the researchers noticed that the tea-
cher strongly oriented the students’ attention when they were

searching for a solution in order to be able to remember the

whole list of objects. The teacher relied on a student’s allu-
sion to the lists available in the classroom to elicit the pos-

sibility of making a list as a means of remembering.

Organizing an auto-analysis5 showed that the teacher was
conscious of her choice. Following this analysis, the dis-

cussion in the research group concluded that this instruc-
tional strategy, even though it gave an important position to

the teacher’s gesture, was a relevant one, according to the

intended outcome of the engineering. At this stage, the main
point lay in having students conscious of the necessity of a

graphic list as a solution of the problem. In that way, it

appeared that the critical feature was not the fact that students
‘‘spontaneously’’ proposed to make a list. The crucial point

referred to their grasp of consciousness that to make a list

was a necessity. This viewpoint was deeply shared in the
group. One year later, another teacher of the group undertook

a second implementation, and she reported to the research

group how satisfied she was when she carried out the situa-
tion at this stage 2. Her concern for the failure was replaced

by a real confidence in the necessity to make students aware

of the problem.

3.1.4 Different kinds of participation

The cooperative design process was the result of different

kinds of participation, which may first be described in

general categories: test-teachers who carried on the
teaching sequences, for the first time or not, were also part-

time teachers’ trainers, researchers, pedagogical advisors, a

PhD student, master’s students in Educational Science, and
teachers’ training master’s students. These different cate-

gories are related to different ways of participating in the

research process, in a more or less peripheral manner (Lave
and Wenger 1991).

For example, the participation of teachers’ training

master’s students was essentially peripheral at the begin-
ning (first year of their master’s degree). This work was

presented and analyzed in their first year master’s memoir.

During the second year of their participation (also the
second year of their master’s degree), students become able

to contribute in a more central way to the design process.

Another specific mode of participation was that of one
test teacher who had not taken part in the teamwork before

she carried out the Treasures Game teaching sequence. So

she had to become familiar both with the situation and the
way of working within the cooperative engineering in order

5 In an auto-analysis the test-teacher comments on her practice with
the help of a researcher.
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to implement the lessons. She learned about the situation

not only during the research teamwork, but also directly
from the experienced teacher who had implemented the

situation the year before and relied on her logbook to

remind herself of this experience and communicate it, also
using the DVD that the research team had elaborated. This

showed the necessity of specific resources (Gueudet and

Trouche 2012a, b), from teacher’s logbooks to video
records and their analysis, to document teacher action in

engineering implementations.

3.1.5 The collective making of resources

As underlined earlier, the cooperative design work relies on

analyzing the actual practice in the classroom in order to

refine the process as successive versions of the design are
implemented. Thus the issue of resources is crucial. In the

same way as in any research process, the researchers need

empirical material in order to deal with the issue at stake by
using their theoretical categories. But in cooperative engi-

neering, this empirical material fulfills two additional func-

tions. First, it provides the research team, in which
participants do not necessarily share the same culture (con-

trary to a ‘‘classic’’ research team), with a way to elaborate a

common background among the team members, in particular
to give a concrete meaning to theoretical entities, and in

doing so to redefine them. Second, the refinement process

that is at the core of the design-based research needs objec-
tive accounts of practice. For this reason, as we have seen, the

research team decided to make a DVD, which gathered video

extracts of the first-year implementation of the Treasures
Game, replaced within the general structure, together with

specific comments and analyses of each extract. This

resource is now used for three major purposes:

1. Constituting a memory for the teamwork in the

analysis process, as a reference to the first prototype

and the problem its implementation raised.
2. Helping to implement level 2 prototypes in the

classroom, by providing the teachers with the very
structure of the design and the instructional strategies

used in its implementation.
3. Preparing a larger dissemination process, with the

possibilities offered by new technologies like MOO-
CS (Massive Open Online Courses).

3.2 Arithmetic and Comprehension Elementary School

(ACE)

3.2.1 A first description of the research design

The ACE project refers to the construction of the concept
of number, in which we are experimenting with six-year-

old students (first grade). It is based on the implementation

of a cooperative engineering exercise which gathered
together a research collective in Marseille and Brittany.6

The first year (2011–2012) of the experiment consisted

of designing a curriculum for the building of the concept of
number at first grade. This designing process was carried

out in a specific way, in that the elaborated situations were

first implemented in four classes in Brittany (3) and Mar-
seille (1), and redesigned online in the course of the

implementation process. The cooperative engineering
group was thus composed of researchers in mathematics

education, two PhD students, teachers’ trainers, pedagogi-

cal advisors, and four teachers7 who implemented the
designed sessions in their classrooms, in what we termed

‘‘Study Classes.’’ The whole team, including Study Classes

teachers, is termed Sphere 1 in the following.
The second year of the experiment (2012–2013) was

devoted to the implementation of the elaborated curriculum

in 60 Experimental Classes, spread throughout France. The
set of the teachers of these 60 Experimental Classes is

termed Sphere 2 in the following.

This implementation has taken place within a quasi-
experimental design. In effect, students’ learning in these

60 Experimental Classes will be compared with students’

learning in 60 Control Classes (pre-test/post-test assess-
ment). In that way, it is worth noticing the ‘‘evaluative’’

peculiarity of this design-based research. Indeed, this

cooperative engineering aimed also at evaluating, through
the quasi-experimental design in which it unfolds, the kind

of learning the new curriculum may enact.

3.2.2 Ends and means

From a conceptual viewpoint, the cooperative engineering
in this experiment is based on a simple founding principle,

namely that one builds a concept of number by using it in

cultural and social situations.
In the core situation of this curriculum, the students are

guided so as to be able to indicate a number in an additive

form (a sum) and to compare it, in particular, with other
additive forms, which means to compare not only, for

example, 6 ? 3 to 9, but also to 6 ? 2 ? 1, 5 ? 4, as well

as 6 ? 2, 3 ? 3 ? 4.
The seminal conceptual techniques of these construc-

tions are procedures of composition/decomposition

(3 ? 4 = 3 ? 3 ? 1; 8 ? 4 = 8 ? 2 ? 2), decimal
notation (24 = 20 ? 4 = 10 ? 10 ? 4), a topological

6 The ACE project also includes three other research teams in Paris,
Lille, and Nancy. In this paper, we focus only on the Brittany–
Marseille team.
7 One of these teachers is accomplishing a PhD centered on the ACE
project. She is not included in the aforementioned PhD students.
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approach to numbers, approximation (the difference

between 3 and 50 is greater than between 17 and 25; 53 is
closer to 50 than to 60; 14 ? 12 is more than 20 but less

than 30). In a nutshell, the curriculum that we propose is

characterized by a connected series of situations, all cen-
tered on the founding principles that we have presented

below.

The founding situation of this curriculum, which we
studied during the first year of the research, is the situation

of the ‘‘statements’’ (fingers and dice). This situation was
designed by the research team on the basis of the principles

we stated above. The fundamental operation of this situa-

tion is described in Fig. 2.
From this initial operation, progressive complexification

of the situation guides the pupils to increasingly rich

comparisons, for example: the number of hands (students)
is increased, as is the number and the nature of the dice

(1–10 dice are played with); the rules of the game are

changed (for example a pupil no longer wins because he
has the same number as in the statement, but because he

has a lower or higher number).

Progression is thus characterized by a succession of
situations, few in number, which the teacher prolongs for a

long time in class, in an inquiry approach. The educational

system that we wish to establish is characterized by a
fundamental principle of continuity. When in class, a tea-

cher passes from one situation to another (for example

from an additive situation to a subtractive situation), ‘‘the
old situation’’ lasts as long as necessary, and it can always

be returned to, if need be, at any time of the year. Progress

is thus characterized by a kind of inter-linked overlapping
which allows a global understanding of knowledge by

students.

The general principles noted above have to be consid-
ered as common ends within the research team, that the

first year of the research enables the participants to share

and to enact in the concrete situations. The entanglement of
end and means can be acknowledged at various moments

of the process. For example, in the ‘‘statements’’ situation,

the students have to understand that a finger statement of
the kind ‘‘5’’ and ‘‘2’’ gives no chance to win, since ‘‘7’’ is

bigger than the biggest number on the die (6). But in order

to have the students realize this kind of conceptual feature
of the situation, the teacher has to be restrained, reticent,

and let the students experience in a first-hand relationship
to the situation that stating a sum higher than 6 is a losing

move. So ‘‘the teacher’s reticence on losing strategies’’ can

be considered as one of the means to achieve the concep-
tual end of ‘‘establishing a relevant relationship between

mathematics concepts and material reality.’’ In that way,

‘‘the teacher’s reticence on losing strategies’’ may change
its status, from a means to an end-in-view (Dewey 1938)

that is shared and exemplified in concrete elements within

the collective.

3.2.3 The nature of the cooperative work

From the viewpoint of its organization, this cooperative

engineering may be characterized through its twofold

structure. As we have seen, one may describe the research
design in two spheres. Sphere 1 is composed of the

research team itself, that is, the four Study Classes teach-

ers, the researchers, the PhD students, the teachers’ trainers
and the pedagogical advisors. The 60 Experimental Classes

teachers represent Sphere 2, especially among them the 15

teachers in Marseille and the 15 teachers in Brittany who
are in ongoing contact with the research team (Sphere 1).

In order to understand the research process, one has to

take into account the impact of this twofold structure on the
implementing of the ACE sequence. Figure 3 gives a

Fig. 2 An illustrated
description of the situation
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synoptic view of this process that we can describe as
follows:

1. In the first year of the research project (2011–2012,

arrows 1 in Fig. 3), the Sphere 1 design a first

curriculum (termed ‘‘Curriculum 1’’), test it in the
Study Classes, then refine it to be proposed to the

experimental group (Sphere 2) for the second year

(termed ‘‘Curriculum 2’’ in the diagram above).
2. In the second year of the research project (2012–2013,

arrows 2 in Fig. 3), the Experimental Classes teachers

(Sphere 2) implement the Curriculum 2 for the first

time. The Study Classes teachers (Sphere 1) imple-
ment the curriculum under the same conditions as the

experimental group. For them, it is thus the second

year they have carried out most of the main situations
of this curriculum.

Before the implementation process, an initial training
session enables the Experimental Classes teachers (Sphere

2) to understand the main components of the Curriculum 2.

During the implementation process, the relationships
between Sphere 1 and Sphere 2 (that we have represented

in Fig. 3 within the rectangle ‘‘Monitoring Apparatus’’) are

the following. First, we have developed a national website8

and a forum in which every teacher may raise some issues

encountered in implementing the sequence. Some other

teacher may answer these questions; the research team does

it systematically. Second, there is a distribution list specific
to the geographic zone (e.g., Marseille or Brittany), thanks

to which the teachers may share various kinds of resources.

Third, every 6 weeks Sphere 1 and Sphere 2 meet in a
training session in which they work out together the

implemented curriculum.

On this basis, one particular feature of this cooperative
engineering consists in the online changes in the curricu-

lum that the research team may propose to the Experi-

mental Classes teachers. In effect, frequent meetings within
the research team (Sphere 1) enable these Sphere 1 par-

ticipants to rely on the Study Classes’ implementation, and

on the observation of certain Experimental Classes, to
design hypothesized curriculum improvements. These

improvements are proposed as working hypotheses to the

Experimental Classes teachers, on the research website or
during the teachers’ training sessions. This type of structure

enables the research team (Sphere 1) and the Experimental

Classes teachers (Sphere 2) to enact together a specific kind
of cooperative inquiry.

3. In the third year of the research project

(2013–2014, arrows 3 in Fig. 3), the Experimental
Classes teachers (Sphere 2) implement the Curriculum 3,

notably after a 1-week analysis session of the Curriculum

2 implementation. The Control Classes teachers imple-
ment the Curriculum 3 after a training session. The

Study Classes teachers (Sphere 1) implement the cur-

riculum too.

Fig. 3 A synoptic description
of the ACE project

8 http://python.bretagne.iufm.fr/ace.
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3.2.4 Different kinds of participation

The ACE Project enables various kinds of participation.
First of all, one may differentiate between Sphere 1 (the

Research Team properly speaking) and Sphere 2.

In Sphere 1, one may consider the variety of possibilities
given by the different status of those involved in the

cooperative engineering. Among them, it is interesting to

note that the Study Classes teachers hold a very particular
stance. They have established a practical relationship to the

enacted curriculum, in that they have carried out the core

situations of this curriculum during the first year, and they
have to put the whole of it into effect in the second year. In

that way, one can assert that the Study Classes teachers

have achieved a deep practical understanding of the
enacted curriculum. But it is worth noting that this

understanding is not only practical. Indeed, given that the

raisons d’être of the various structures of design and
instructional strategies have been elaborated within the

collective, the Study Classes teachers hold together a tea-

cher stance with a researcher stance, as one can particularly
observe in the case of one of these four teachers, who is

currently pursuing her PhD.

In Sphere 2, the implementation of the ACE curriculum
shows a progressive change in the Experimental Classes

teachers’ stance. At the beginning of the process, teachers

were anxious ‘‘to do well,’’ and they consider themselves
above all as curriculum ‘‘executants,’’ even though the

research team (and among them, the Study Classes teach-

ers) invites them to consider themselves as ‘‘conceptors,’’
given the possibilities of construction in the proposed sit-

uations. Yet, after a while, some Experimental Classes

teachers progressively become more and more acquainted
with the design structure, its goal and ends, and its ratio-

nale. Gradually, some questions are transformed into

propositions, notably those concerning the pace of the
implementation, the relationship between the different sit-

uations that compose the curriculum, and the way of taking

into account less advanced students’ work.

3.2.5 The collective making of resources

and disseminating knowledge

As we argue above, the issue of resources is crucial in

cooperative engineering, in particular since documents may
help produce a common culture in the research team, and

play a prominent role in the refinement process.

For this purpose, the research team designed a website
in which all the documents relating to the curriculum were

downloadable. This potentiality enabled the research team
to monitor the implementation process in that propositions

of change in the structure of the situations could be

announced on the website and downloaded by the

Experimental Classes teachers for discussion and

implementation.
Further, the research team is currently producing what

we have termed hybrid text–pictures systems.9 In such

systems, a specific part of practice (for the moment, as
occurred in the Study Classes), which has been videotaped

as a study film, is annotated by different kinds of texts: a

synoptic description which allows the user to locate the
episode in the learning session and in the sequence; the

transcript of transactions; the research team analysis of the
episode; various comments from members of the research

team (in particular from the Study Class teacher who car-

ried out the lesson); and any document which can help
users to understand and appraise the studied part of the

practice. Besides texts, pictures (photographs or films) can

be put in relation with the study film, in particular photo-
graphs of students’ production and series of photograms

which enable the user to freeze and to study some impor-

tant moments of the study film.
The functions of such hybrid text–pictures systems are

various. The research team currently devotes a great

amount of its time to the systematic exploration of their
potentialities. This elaboration is a work in progress, but it

is worth noting that such systems may play two different

but complementary roles. The first role consists in giving to
the research team some exemplars (Kuhn 1974), as para-

digmatic examples of instructional strategies in a given

situation, which may contribute to creating a common
research background, conceptual as well as empirical, or,

more precisely, empirical-conceptual, among the

researchers. The second role is more oriented towards the
Experimental Classes teachers. These hybrid text–pictures

systems may indeed provide these teachers with some

useful samples of commented practice. The point is to
avoid proposing to the teachers some ‘‘ideal’’ ways of

doing that they have to imitate. On the contrary, the

example is not an example of practice, but an example of a
specific relationship built between a particular practice and

the reasons that the comments and analysis of this practice

make explicit.
Another critical goal of this cooperative engineering,

from the point of view of the resource-document relation-

ship (Gueudet and Trouche 2012a, b), lies in the potential
afforded by the sharing of documents. An example can be

studied with The Journal of Number. This is a ‘‘special’’

notebook, in which students are invited to ‘‘write mathe-
matics,’’ by producing some mathematical writings that

they know to be true. In no case does the Journal of

9 These hybrid text–pictures systems share many features with the
‘‘videopapers project,’’ which notably aims at developing practitio-
ners’ skills (Beardsley et al. 2007; Lazarus and Olivero 2009). It
seems to us that hybrid text–pictures systems are more oriented
towards research practices.
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Number resemble an exercise book. It functions as a way of

putting students in a first-hand relationship to mathematics,
and instituting a community of inquirers. It is the reason

why, after a Journal of Number session, the teacher

chooses some students’ productions, comments on them
alongside their author, and asks students to ‘‘imitate them,’’

that is, to identify the mathematical properties contained in

the writing.
As we see, the use of the Journal of Number is grounded

in a community work. The research team is currently trying
to enlarge the Journal of Number community, and intends

to propose to the Experimental Classes teachers that they

put on the ACE website their students’ productions and,
possibly, the authors’ and teachers’ comments on these

productions, in order to enable any students of any class to

work out these productions.

4 Cooperative engineering: some fundamental issues

In the following, we would like shortly to conclude this

paper by recalling what seems to us to be some funda-
mental issues of cooperative engineering research.

4.1 Sharing reasons: the necessity of a common work
on knowledge

The two cooperative engineerings we present in this paper
rely on, very importantly, each participant making explicit

her relationship to the knowledge system at stake, both for

herself and for the collective.
This is an important dimension in the design process of

cooperative engineering. Such design-based research first

demands a specific structure in which each participant finds
time and resources to reflect on the knowledge system at

stake per se and about its consequences for the devices and

instructional strategies used in the cooperative engineering.
It needs also some transactional space and organization in

which the participants may communicate on the basis of

their personal work in order to build a common design
rationale. This particular feature of cooperative engineer-

ing could provide an interesting way to collectively artic-

ulate pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman 1986) at
the source of the design.

4.2 Common background, common vocabulary:
synoptic instrumentations

In cooperative engineering, the very specificity of a design
rationale dwells in the fact that the reasons and warrants

that are worked out have to be confronted with the concrete

practice. Beyond that, they are reasons and warrants for
definite practices. The common background against which

collective informed decision-making may occur is not

shaped by reasons only, but by praxeological systems of
the form ‘‘precise description of a definite practice/system

of reasons why this practice is adopted.’’ The constitution

of such systems necessarily involves a linguistic work,
relating with the researchers’ theoretical frame, which lies

at the heart of the engineer stance that both teachers and

researchers have to nurture. As an example, one can reflect
upon the issue of the teacher’s stance in the transactional

didactic process. The two cooperative engineering studies
described in this paper show that it is not sufficient to say

that the teacher has to stay ‘‘passive’’ in order to have the

students able to build a first-hand relationship to the system
of knowledge at stake. The theoretical work grounded in

the collective debates shows us that the teacher has to

achieve a certain dialectics, a kind of equilibrium, between
speaking up and keeping silent. But the peculiar language

game of ‘‘the equilibrium between speaking up and keep-

ing silent,’’ if it may represent a useful common vocabulary
for the collective, needs to be referred to some concrete

practice in order to avoid misunderstandings and false

comprehension. This is the reason why the synoptic
instruments that we have termed hybrid text–pictures sys-

tems, constitute a necessary part of cooperative engineer-

ing. They ensure that the participants reasonably
understand each other, and constitute an incentive for

achieving a better agreement in describing practice by

producing new hybrid text–pictures systems relating to
similar practices, subsumed under the same language-

game. This meets Wittmann’s contention (Wittmann 1995)

about mathematics education as a design science.

4.3 Ends and means: the Deweyan schema

In the first section of this paper, we presented what we

termed the Deweyan schema, as represented in Fig. 4.

This schema refers to a twofold parallel reciprocal
specification.

The first reciprocal specification involves the two pro-

cesses of transforming practical reality and understanding
this practical reality. As in Science of Nature, Science of

Culture may intend to transform reality in order to under-

stand it, which results in transforming it anew, and so on.
Cooperative engineering as we have presented it is a way

of transforming usual practices to build new ones. But this

transformation process enables the research team to
understand some features of the teaching–learning activity

that would have been kept hidden in habitual practices,

and, moreover, to conceptualize some didactic causal
relationships that the classical situation did not acknowl-

edge. As an example, we may elaborate on the language

game of ‘‘the equilibrium between speaking up and keep-
ing silent’’ we mentioned above. Transforming practice
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(i.e., implementing the Treasures Games situation) has

enabled us—it seems to us—to achieve a better under-
standing of what could be a crucial dimension of practice.

In turn, this gain of understanding allows the research team

to imagine changes in the structure of the Treasure Game.
The second reciprocal specification refers to ends and

means. By using the same example (the language game of

‘‘the equilibrium between speaking up and keeping silent’’
and the associated hybrid text–pictures systems) one may

understand how an end of the engineering (understanding

in a deep mathematical way some relationships) depends
on a means relating to an instructional strategy, which

involves the equilibrium between speaking up and keeping
silent. But the collective work brought the research team to

take this means as an end in itself, given that the teacher’s

strategy plays a prominent role in enhancing the quality of
students’ understanding, and, beyond that, the quality of

certainty in the mathematical students’ experience. In that

way, ends and means specify themselves reciprocally.

4.4 Cooperative engineering: a new perspective

on design-based research?

Cooperative engineering presents a slightly new approach

to the making of educational designs that one may under-
stand through examining each of the five criteria presented

above (Sect. 2.2.6).

The iterative structure specific to cooperative engineering
involves long sequences (a year long for ACE) and a long

duration process (several years). In order to achieve better

efficiency, some experimental methods (pre-test/post-test
designs) have to be used, even though these methodological

techniques are not the only ones to be applied.

As we have seen, the symmetry principle can lead the

research process to some practical indistinguishability
zones, in which teachers and researchers share the same

background against which they can adjust their decision-

making process.
The engineer stance has a strong influence on the status

of the theory that is developed in the engineering process.

As we have seen in studying the reticence teacher’s strat-
egy of restraint, the conceptual tools are redefined through

their concrete epistemic use in a bottom-up way.

In cooperative engineering, the instrumentation process,
thanks to the hybrid text–pictures system, has to be seen as

a way of enacting the first three criteria. It provides a way
of making comprehensive, thick (Ryle 1949) descriptions

of practices, which may function as relevant exemplars of

the teaching–learning process, on the basis of which the
cooperative work may unfold.

As we have contended, we consider these different

features as elements of a conceptual system that one may
find in the epistemological structure of the Deweyan

schema. We argue that the main ends of a Science of

Culture are both the understanding of human practices
(anthropological endeavor) and the improving of these

practices (engineering endeavor). Cooperative engineering

can be seen as a logical consequence of the pursuit of these
ends. With respect to the pragmatist epistemology at the

background of the cooperative engineering design, such a

process has to be grounded in the very practice. The
symmetry principle is thus a logical consequence of this

concern. In the same manner, the instrumentation devices

are justified as a way of concretizing the relationships
between teachers and researchers through the iterative

process.

Fig. 4 The Deweyan schema
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